Instrument Inventory Solutions

Introducing
Symmetry Surgical's
Instrument Inventory Solutions
Efficient inventory operations
lead to effective surgical operations.

Instrument Inventory Solutions

Symmetry Surgical® knows you have competing
priorities, including ensuring patient and staff
safety, considering the costs of surgical instruments
and ensuring clinicians have the right tools at
the right time.

efficiently identify and prioritize set and vendor
standardization opportunities in days – a process
that may typically take months or years when
performed manually.

These priorities require your focus, time and
attention. While you dedicate your efforts to
these challenges, there is an issue that may
be quietly reducing operational efficiency and
increasing costs in your facility.

With our proprietary software and databases,
Symmetry Surgical provides the clean and detailed
information you need to make smart surgical set
and vendor-related decisions that impact your
facility’s costs, efficiency and quality of care.

Symmetry Surgical's suite of Instrument Inventory
Solutions will improve instrument inventory
data quality and provide powerful analyses to

Each solution has been designed to play a specific
role in transforming instrument inventory data
into actionable information. These include:

Cleans and systematically organizes instrument inventory data
so count sheets can be made accurate and complete

Identifies and prioritizes set standardization opportunities
Performs more than 1 billion complex analyses in 24 hours

A proprietary software and database that analyzes instrument
inventory data to identify vendor standardization opportunities

Quickly and easily tackle inventory data at your facility by contacting your Symmetry Surgical
Sales Specialist at 800.251.3000 (US) | +41 (0) 52 557 590 or sales@symmetrysurgical.com

Your partner in surgical instrumentation.

Consider the instrument data and count sheets in your facility. How many line items have missing,
incorrect or incomplete information? If your facility is at risk for inventory data integrity issues,
Symmetry Surgical’s Count Sheet Commander™ will clean and systematically organize instrument
inventory data so count sheets can be made accurate and complete.

The Power of Pristine Data
With clean data, the surgical team can identify
available instruments, improving case pull accuracy
and avoid unintended duplication.

Knowing exactly what is in inventory and on
the count sheets also helps improve efficiency,
minimize errors, reduce risk of surgical delays
and reduce instrument costs.

How it works
Count Sheet Commander identifies and corrects
data integrity issues such as missing, incomplete
or inaccurate vendors, part numbers, descriptions,
product attributes that impact preference cards
and count sheets.
It then organizes instrument data into a standardized

language and sequence, while updating instrument
inventory data with accurate, complete and
systematically organized information.
Count Sheet Commander may be completed as
a single project or used on an ongoing basis
through a subscription service.

Getting Started

1. Obtain current active instrument inventory data in an Excel file.
2. If your facility is using a tracking system, obtain a template of the required format to upload
the cleansed and normalized data uploaded back into the system.
3. Contact your Symmetry Surgical Sales Specialist at 800.251.3000 (US) | +41 (0) 52 557 590
or sales@symmetrysurgical.com to discuss how Count Sheet Commander can quickly
empower your team with accurate data that makes a difference.

Reduce Inventory

Reduce Costs

To standardize sets effectively, surgical teams must know exactly what they have in inventory. The
process of manually comparing sets to understand the difference in instrument type and count could
take months or even years.
Yet this process is imperative for standardization purposes. And if set standardization needs are
postponed or ignored, they may result in unintended set duplication, unnecessary reprocessing costs,
OR delays and increased inventory costs.

The Set standarization solution
Set IQTM is Symmetry Surgical's set standardization
solution. This decision support tool quickly
conducts complex analyses for identifying and
prioritizing set standardization opportunities.
With clean data, Set IQ can perform more than

1 billion analyses of the entire set inventory and
accurately identify and prioritize set standardization
opportunities within 24 hours.
With standardized sets, facilities can improve
efficiency, costs, and the quality of patient care.

How it works
Using cleansed and normalized data, Set IQ analyzes
each set in a customer's inventory and compares

the instrument type and count of each instrument
type against all sets in the customer’s inventory.

Getting Started
1. Obtain clean and normalized instrument and set inventory data in your facility.
2. Contact your Symmetry Surgical Sales Specialist at 800.251.3000 (US) | +41 (0) 52 557 590
or sales@symmetrysurgical.com to discuss how Set IQ can simplify set standardization in
your facility.

Today, more than ever, it is especially important for facilities to reduce their operating costs. While
vendor standardization strategies may be effective, poor data makes it difficult to identify opportunities
to rationalize vendors.
This leads to the inability to aggregate spending, non-compliant contracts, inefficiencies in the supply
chain and erroneous off-contract spending that result in higher costs and inefficiencies.

Efficiencies Uncovered
As your partner in surgical instruments and
solutions, Symmetry Surgical can help your
facility standardize vendors with Vendor IQ™.
This proprietary software and database identify

vendor standardization opportunities, that can
lead to cost savings and greater supply chain
efficiencies.

How it works
Vendor IQ™ efficiently cross references vendor
codes across portfolios and surgical specialties
resulting in a report, by vendor, showing all the

codes that can be converted to Symmetry Surgical’s
broad portfolio of surgical instruments and devices.

Getting Started
1. Obtain current active instrument inventory data in your facility.
2. Contact your Symmetry Surgical Sales Specialist at 800.251.3000 (US) | +41 (0) 52 557 590
or sales@symmetrysurgical.comto discuss how Vendor IQ can uncover cost-efficiencies
for your facility.
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